WISCONSIN EXPERIENCE
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

Students in the ALC department academic programs are encouraged to become engaged in undergraduate research. There are numerous programs (https://teachlearn.provost.wisc.edu/initiatives-and-programs/undergraduate-research/) that provide research opportunities for undergraduates at UW–Madison, including:

- Hilldale Undergraduate/Faculty Research Fellowships (https://awards.advising.wisc.edu/all-scholarships/hilldale-undergraduatefaculty-research-fellowship/)
- McNair Scholars (http://grad.wisc.edu/mcnair/)
- Summer Research Programs (https://grad.wisc.edu/diversity/srop/)
- Undergraduate Research Scholars (https://urs.ls.wisc.edu/)
- The Wisconsin Idea Undergraduate Fellowship Program (https://morgridge.wisc.edu/students/wisconsin-idea-fellowships/)